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2: Man-Made Flight 



1:  FLOATING & FALLING 

Look 
I can 

fly 

DENSITY is the key to floating 

You 
are so 
full of 

hot 
air! 



LESS DENSE FLOATS 

Oils and fats (such as ice cream) are 
less dense than water 



A fat 
pig is 
less 

dense 
than a 
lean 
cat. 

A Pig and Cat  by Celia Berrell 

A pig and cat 
decided that 
they’d have a run 
to see who won. 
  
The cat was keen 
and fit and lean. 
The pig thought Drat 
I’m way too fat! 
  
And so first place 
for running race 
went to the cat 
who wasn’t fat. 

The pig and cat 
decided that 
they’d have a swim 
to see who’d win. 
  
The cat was cranky. 
Almost sank! 
While piggy gloats 
Oh look I floats! 
  
And so first place 
for swimming race 
went to that big 
fat floaty pig. 

Because FAT is less dense than MUSCLE! 



Hot air is 
less 

dense 
than 

cooler 
air 

Helium gas is less 
dense than the 

atmosphere 



Balloons FLOAT when … 

The gas inside them is LESS DENSE 

than the air around them 



Tiny particles often float in the atmosphere.  

They are not really flying. 

They go where the wind 

            air circulation  

  or gravity takes them. 

airborne seeds pollen microbes 



Blowing Soap Bubbles 
by Celia Berrell 

 
These rainbow globes 
glide gracefully 
in floating swirls 
of atmosphere. 
  
Their fragile skin’s 
a soapy layer 
imprisoning 
a clutch of air. 
  
What forces play 
upon their dance? 
The push and lift 
of air’s advance. 
  
But when that air 
is calm and still 
Earth’s gravity 
shall have its will. 
 

They’ll slowly sink 
and gently drop. 
Then kiss the ground. 
A soft wet pop! 



FLOATING  
FALLING & FLYING 

just floating? falling  or flying? floating or falling? 

How can 
we tell 
when 

something 
is really 
flying? 



2: REALLY FLYING 

our orces 

or our ites to 



WEIGHT & LIFT 

The force 

of gravity  

gives  

a kite  

W 

E 

I 

G 

H 

T 

The force of 

the wind gives 

our kite 

LIFT 



THRUST & DRAG 

The tight lines 

held by the boys 

gives their kites  

THRUST 

The force of 

friction  

gives a kite  

DRAG 



Newton’s Third Law Of Motion: 
For every ACTION there is 
an equal and opposite REACTION. 

When these forces are  BALANCED … 

also known as the 
Law of OPPOSITE & EQUAL forces 

Remember Isaac Newton? 

WEIGHT opposes  LIFT 

DRAG opposes THRUST 

weight lift 

drag thrust 

A kite really FLIES! 



I’ve got a kite 
whose tail’s quite white. 
It’s strong and light 
in colours bright. 
With wind just right 
my kite gains height. 
The string’s pulled tight. 
My kite’s in flight! 
 
But my delight 
soon turns to plight 
as wind gusts bite 
with forceful spite 
and push my kite 
with such great might 
the string can’t fight 
and snaps in fright. 
 
So now my kite’s 
no more in flight 
and lost to sight 
as day turns night. 

Lost Kite  by Celia Berrell 

No string  
no THRUST 

no fly! 



3:  AVIATION 

An Airbus 380 
weighs 

600 tonnes 

So how can 
it fly? 



To fly … 
an aircraft needs more than just 

WINGS. 
It needs 

THRUST & LIFT 
to overcome 

GRAVITY & DRAG 

Powerful 
engines give it 
thrust 

Speed makes 
its wings 
generate lift 

Speed and lift 
overcome gravity A streamline shape 

reduces drag 

An Airbus 380 cruises at 
900km per hour  

At 40,000 feet (12 km)  

thrust lift 

weight 
gravity 

drag 





Light hollow bones 

Lightweight beak 

Large sternum 

Large wing area 

How High Blue Sky?   
by Celia Berrell 
 

The air in the sky 
gets thinner and thinner 
the higher and higher we go. 
If sky is Earth’s atmosphere 
where does it end. 
Exactly? We don’t really know. 
  
The ISS space station 
orbits the Earth 
four hundred kilometres high. 
With traces of air 
yes, even up there! 
Too far to be in a blue sky. 
  
For one hundred k’s 
above sea level 
the blue of the sky is still fine. 
Then the blackness of space 
is officially placed 
at this height, called the Karman Line. 



Aircraft with: 
 fixed wings 
 propellers 
 jet engines 

a 
c 

f 

g h 
i 



Propeller blades: 
 prop plane 
 jet engine 
 helicopter 
 windfarm 



Propeller blades do a similar job to wings 

A fixed wing creates lift when travelling 
at speed in a straight line 

… so long as the angle and pitch are right! 

A propeller creates lift when it is spinning 
round at speed 

PROPELLERS ARE LIKE WINGS RUNNING ROUND IN CIRCLES! 



4:  DRONES 

What 
is a 

drone? 

b) male bee 

 
a) continuous 

humming 
sound 

 

c) UAV 
Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle 



UAV’s can be 
remote-controlled 

or autonomous 

UAV’s can have 
fixed wings 

and/or propellers 



WHAT CAN A DRONE DO? 

Send parcels Take fantastic aerial photos 

Help firefighters 
Collect whale snot samples for 

science research 
Monitor ice in remote locations 



View From Above  by Celia Berrell 

Remote controlled 
my UAV 
can hover like 
a buzzing bee. 
 
Four ‘copter blades 
a battery 
and camera means 
my droid can see. 
 
Up it goes 
above a tree. 
Fantastic views 
for me to see. 
 
It’s wi-fi’d to 
my laptop screen 
and GPS 
shows where it’s been. 



soon fills the screen ... 

I spy the scene: 

a neighbour’s cat 











A drone crashed into the Empire State Building USA 

The world is going 

DRONE CRAZY! 

There’s now a Drone Pilot training school in UK 

Norway’s created an 8-drone Megakopter that can lift 80kg 

Looncopter can fly, float and swim 

How could your drone make a difference?  



Some ideas for writing an UPLIFTING poem about flight 

Bubbles have 

no wings 

Dragonfly, 

butterfly, bee 

Drone  

Alone 

SOARING 
in my sleep 

As thick as air 

A parachute party 

In 
a 
flap! 
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